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Title Tags and Meta Descriptions
Title Tags are the title of a webpage. They are also called “title elements”.
They define the title of the document (webpage). It is an essential on-page
SEO tool. It appears on browsers, external websites, and SEO results.
This is where you will see a
Title Tag in the browser

Example Code:
<head>
<title> Lebanon Valley College </title>
</head>

This is where
you will find
the Title Tag in
a Google Search

Example Code:
<head>
<meta name = “description” content= “Founded
in 1866, Lebanon Valley College in Annville PA
is ranked as one of the top 10 regional four-year,
private liberal arts colleges in the North.”>
</head>

This is what a Meta
Description would look
like in a Google Search.

Meta Descriptions are very important to gain user click-through-rate. AKA
to get people to click on the link that goes to your respected webpage. It allows
you to give a brief description of what the user will find. They should show encouragement, flattery, information, incentive, reassurance, and a call to action.
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General Rules of Thumb
1. Meta descriptions should
be no more than 155
characters.
2. Title Tags should be no
more than 55 characters.

Important Rules of Title Tags
1. Leave it short!
2. Primary keywords need to
occur within the first few words
3. Avoid “welcome” or “home” in
your title tags
4. Every page should have a
different title tag
5. Format should be
“Title | Company”

Best Practices for Meta Descriptions
1. Use the meta description to advertise
2. Remove all non-alphanumeric
characters
3. Target the description at heavily
searched terms/phrases that your
audience would search
4. Make the description in a compelling
but relevant way
5. Make a call to action in your
description
6. Use the meta description to reflect your
business style
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Directories
Directories are complied lists of sites organized in categories. They add value to
your company if you are listed in high-quality ones next to other sites that are
relevant to you. Directory listings help you get descriptive inbound links.

Things to Check Before Listing in a Directory:
1. Is the directory old? (the older the better)
2. What is the page rank of the directory? (the higher the better)
3. What country/state/town is the directory based in?
4. Is the directory general or niche based? (the more unique the better)

- Make sure listings are manally compiled
and unique from other directory offerings.
Important Factors

- Think of relevant topics
according to your business and
find directories that stem from
those topic choices.

1. Make sure that the
directory has
results in Google when searched
2. Make sure they’re editorial
3. Make them a small part of a link
building strategy
4. DO NOT make more than one a
week. (no more than 10 total)

- If directorys don’t boost ranking
they can still drive direct traffic!
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Top Directories:
1. Technorati
2. Blogarama
3. Bloggernity
4. Blogadr
5. OnTop List
6. Feedmap
7. StumbleUpon
8. Digg
9. dMoz
10. Globe of Blogs
11. 9Rules
12. Chime
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Social Profiles
Social Profiles are important when it comes to branding your company on the
web. They can make a significant difference in your SEO campaign. A social
profile filled with good information that is regularly updated and participated in
heavily is valuable. After all social profiles drive a lot of traffic to your website.

What can Social Profiles do for my SEO?
IF YOU HAVE OR DO
THE FOLLOWING

THIS IS WHAT
WILL HAPPEN

- Followers
- Participation on
Social Profiles
- Good brand perception
- Add links to posts,
tweets, etc.
- Listen to the followers

- Direct Link Credit
- Higher relevant search
engine rankings
- Build positive brand
representation
- Driven traffic
- Ability to build direct and
revelant content

Do my Social Profiles Work?
1. Are your posts relevant to your
business?
2. Does your about page
accurately describe your
business?
3. Are they up to date?
4. Is the content accurate and
reader friendly?
5. Does your content appealing to
your audience?
6. Do you have increased user
interaction?

What Can Social
Profiles do for me?
1. Help brand your company
2. Help boost search rankings
3. Build your reputation pro-actively
4. Envoke participation
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The Best Practices for Posting:
1. Post consistantly on all social
profiles
2. Do not over post
3. Monitor posts
This will keep your audience happey,
and generate better ranking.

It is critical to maintain
your social profiles.

Where to Start

If there is discrepency in
a clients perception of the
company rom webpage to
social media that is a red flag.

1. Define your audience
2. Connect with them
3. Get to know them / Meet them
4. Define a goal/message you
want the audience to know
5. Spread your message to the
audience so they can benefit
from it and continue the trend
6. Reciprocate these methods
through social media

If your brand representation
between the webpage and it’s
social profiles create a
disconnect you will
loose credibility.

Always have something that is
engaging about the field so
others are intrested enough to
view the post/tweet
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Blogs
Blogging is a fantastic attention grabbing benefit for a company. They can
utilize it in their marketing campaign, in order to stay relevant. Four out
of five internet users visit blogs in addition to sites such as Facebook and
Twitter. In the United States alone there are over 30 million active bloggers.
Benefits of Having a Blog
- Blogs provide great social media presence for a company
- Blogs with rich content have a greater chance to be found via search engine
- Blogs are a great way to raise a companies online reputation

Social Media Benefits
- Content that is shared on a blog is more acceptable over
advertising on social media
- Following the 80/20 rule - only 20% of a businesses social
media updates should be related to the company
- Social media exposure will grow as a companies followers
share the business’s content
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SEO - Benefits
- Posting regularly allows search engines to recognize
relevance in a companies online presence
- Unique content will be achieve a better search rank
- From constant postings, brand recognition will yeild
new customers

Reputation - Benefits
- Creates the presence of a thought leader in
the industry
- Search page rank establishes dominance
from an organization
- More customers will flock to a highly trusted
and well known company

Notable Blogs
- Storify

-Tumblr
-Blogpress
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Content Marketing
Content Marketing is a critical inbound marketing tool. It is how you attract
your audience with relevant and valuable content. Google views original content
as valuable. Therefore original valuable and relevant content is more related and
likely the best pick for the user’s searching for it.

Content Marketing Tools:

Effective Content Tips:

1. Blogs
2. Slideshares
3. Infographics
4. Press Releases
5. Articles
6. Videos
7. Build Connections

1. Don’t be a salesman!
2. Solve questions your audience
wants to know
3. Keep on Blogging
4. Be creative!
5. Promote Social Profiles

What Should be Done to Succeed in Content Marketing
1. Create a blog for your company. It is the number one
way to provide free info to any potential user. It will
also direct users to your website!
2. Stay on Topic! Attrach People! Build Trust!
3. Don’t over write. Short and sweet is always a plus.
4. Engage with your audience. Continue to strive to better
reach your audience. Ask for input of the users.
5. Do not just repost. Be Original!
6. Make a Call-To-Action. Make sure the content draws
the user in enough to click through to your website.
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Content Marketing Examples
Infographic

Blog Posts

Videos
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